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paper added that the doctor had signed a contract according
to which he was to be consulted while the building was in
progress, and that he would go to Russia in the summer.
The Soviet Government also makes use of industrial exhibi-
tions abroad. The object is to display really striking exhibits,,
which produce in the astonished visitor the impression that
the efficiency of Soviet industry and the quality of the products
of Soviet industry by far exceed the highest expectations. Such
exhibitions have for years formed the centre of attraction at
various European fairs—at Riga, Konigsberg, Leipzig and
Marseilles. Moscow always achieves its object; the impression
is produced that Soviet industry in all its branches is quite
extraordinarily efficient* Yet it is the same industry whose vast
and systematic mass production of brak (shoddy goods) led
to the issue of the decree for the punishment of the officials
responsible by exile to Siberia.
As an instance of the effect such exhibitions have on wide
circles, I may quote the recent Soviet exhibition at Marseilles.
AL Herriot, the Mayor of Lyons., was so much affected that he
made the following declaration in the Soviet press:1
"Brightly illuminated, attractive, decorative, and even
exciting our envy, the Russian stands are daily visited by
numerous groups of attentive and interested spectators. All are
favourably impressed by the raw materials and manufactured
articles shown, which demonstrate the achievements of the
new Russia. The mass of goods exhibited is incontrovertible
evidence of the industrial activity of a powerful country* A tour
of the Russian exhibition is an education in facts and ideas which
lead to the most valuable useful conclusions. We feel that this
country is not among the victims of the economic crisis, now
raging all over the world, and that it is making vast endeavours
to increase its production, to expand its consumption, to open
1 Significantly enough this declaration was published throughout the
world by the official Russian telegraph agency under the heading: "A
manifestation of the economic power of the Soviet Union*9*

